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in the game of kings there can only be one victor when a devastating attack on billionaire
auguste kaprisky leaves the old man clinging to life a trail of bodies and no clues his last
surviving relative calls the only person she can trust to step up with precious few leads ex
sas soldier ben hope must first switch from action hero to detective in order to unravel the
mystery his international quest soon attracts the attention of the faceless plotters who
swiftly make ben their target as ben moves between miami and the bahamas rome to berlin his
investigation seems only to bring him ever closer to death and as he fights the odds all
questions lead back to one thing the historic chess set stolen by auguste s attackers which
once belonged to napoleon what is the secret this chess set holds and who are the all powerful
people who will seemingly stop at nothing to silence anyone who threatens to uncover their
terrifying plan your move ben hope find out more about scott mariani and ben hope at
scottmariani com special bundle offer for the number 1 bestselling ben hope series ben hope is
unstoppable unbreakable unforgettable for a limited period discover the first 6 ben hope
novels at an unbeatable price to celebrate publication of the seventh and most explosive book
yet the sacred sword a bargain set of three ben hope conspiracy thrillers former british
special air service officer ben hope is running for his life enlisted by leigh llewellyn the
beautiful world famous opera star and ben s first love to investigate her brother s mysterious
death ben finds himself caught up in a puzzle dating back to the 1700s the 1 bestseller
introducing the explosive first ben hope adventure non stop action this book delivers steve
berry from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented
hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott the gripping new ben hope thriller from
the sunday times bestseller they thought he was an easy target they thought wrong a super
charged thriller from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a
tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott the breathtaking new adventure
from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero
with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott the gripping new ben hope thriller from the
number one bestseller an exhilarating treasure hunt thriller from the 1 bestselling author
deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch
andy mcdermott pre order now the 25th ben hope thriller from the number one bestseller people
can t get enough of the ben hope series compelling from the first page until the last mariani
and his fabulous protagonist ben hope entertain in a gripping tale that will have you turning
the pages well into the night mark dawson thrilling scott mariani is at the top of his game
andy mcdermott a high level of realism the action scenes come thick and fast like the father
of the modern thriller frederick forsyth mariani has a knack for embedding his plots in the
fears and preoccupations of their time shots magazine james bond meets jason bourne meets the
da vinci code j l carrell history action devious scheming and eye opening detail mariani
delivers a twisting storyline david leadbeater non stop action this book delivers steve berry
from the 1 bestseller if you like your conspiracies twisty your action bone jarring and your
heroes impossibly dashing then look no farther mark dawson an unforgettable ben hope thriller
from the 1 bestseller from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action
and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott an adrenaline fuelled
thriller from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a
tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott from the 1 bestselling author
deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch
andy mcdermott the vampires call it the cross of ardaich a relic thought to have been
destroyed in the war between the federation and the rebels but it has been found and its
incredible powers could signal the end of civilization a cannibalistic serial killer becomes
the perfect tool for the race of the ubervampyr his mission find the cross his reward join the
ranks of the undead on his trail are detective joel solomon and vampire federation agent alex
bishop once lovers and now enemies they must work together to prevent the ultimate disaster
unless they can foil the vampyrs plans salvation for the race will be just a dream gone bad
the edge of your seat thriller from the 1 bestseller a gripping tale that will have you
turning the pages well into the night mark dawson the sensational adventure from the 1
bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart
packs a real punch andy mcdermott a gripping thriller from the 1 bestselling author deadly
conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy
mcdermott from the 1 bestselling author the thrilling two book collection deadly conspiracies
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bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott the
newest international thriller from the author of the mozart conspiracy raises the stakes as ex
sas operative and hero for hire ben hope returns to prevent an attack of biblical proportions
the most shocking adventure yet from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone
crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott from the
1 bestselling author if you like your conspiracies twisty your action bone jarring and your
heroes impossibly dashing then look no farther mark dawson thrillers have become the number
one genre in commercial fiction with millions of potential readers across the world thriller
writer scott mariani helps aspiring thriller writers into that market creating exciting
suspenseful novels the new ben hope thriller in the series which has sold millions of copies
around the world from the 1 bestselling author the adventure continues from star of africa
deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch
andy mcdermott from the 1 bestseller deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented
hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott from the 1 bestselling author deadly
conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy
mcdermott from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a
tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott some wars are destined to be
fought forever following a chance encounter with a terrified young woman in the streets of
paris former sas soldier ben hope finds himself hurled into a violent new mission involving
murder international terrorism and stolen historic artifacts a mission made even more perilous
by the reappearance of an old enemy from ben s military past a man he knew and fought years
ago a man he thought was dead teaming up with the enigmatic ex delta force warrior tyler roth
ben travels from the seedy underworld of paris to the islands of the caribbean in his quest to
piece together the puzzle as the death toll quickly mounts he unmasks a vicious terror plot
that could bring about the slaughter of millions of innocent people mass destruction seems
just a hair s breadth away and only ben hope can prevent the unthinkable publisher when an
ancient cross is discovered in eastern europe it becomes a powerful weapon in the war between
the trads and the vampire federation but soon the world is threatened by its discovery pre
order now the 22nd ben hope thriller following the pretender s gold from the number one
bestseller people can t get enough of the ben hope series compelling from the first page until
the last mariani and his fabulous protagonist ben hope entertain in a gripping tale that will
have you turning the pages well into the night mark dawson thrilling scott mariani is at the
top of his game andy mcdermott a high level of realism the action scenes come thick and fast
like the father of the modern thriller frederick forsyth mariani has a knack for embedding his
plots in the fears and preoccupations of their time shots magazine james bond meets jason
bourne meets the da vinci code j l carrell history action devious scheming and eye opening
detail mariani delivers a twisting storyline david leadbeater non stop action this book
delivers steve berry lake geneva 1816 as byron and shelley row on the peaceful waters of lake
geneva a sudden squall threatens to capsize them but this is no natural event something has
risen from the lake itself to attack them kent 1816 michael crawford s wife is brutally
murdered on their wedding night as he sleeps peacefully beside her and a vengeful ghost claims
crawford as her own husband crawford s quest to escape his supernatural wife will force him to
travel the continent in the company of the most creative most doomed poets of his age byron
keats and shelley all have a part to play in his fate and the fate of europe a new war is
dawning an unmissable new thriller from the master of the genre scott mariani s pulse pounding
thrillers mix action adventure conspiracy and ancient secrets with modern mysteries and
cutting edge tech and at the heart of it all a hero you ll never forget to his many thousands
of fans ex sas officer ben hope stands tall as a warrior a protector of the innocent a
defender of those in need relentless in his pursuit of those who exploit others or prey on the
weak but ben is also a man all too aware of his own flaws and weaknesses a man who knows to
become unstoppable he needs the right team to put together in a crisis with his network of
mavericks experts and daredevils he s always ready to risk life and liberty for the right
cause wherever in the world that call might take him pre order now the 25th ben hope thriller
from the number one bestseller people can t get enough of the ben hope series compelling from
the first page until the last mariani and his fabulous protagonist ben hope entertain in a
gripping tale that will have you turning the pages well into the night mark dawson thrilling
scott mariani is at the top of his game andy mcdermott a high level of realism the action
scenes come thick and fast like the father of the modern thriller frederick forsyth mariani
has a knack for embedding his plots in the fears and preoccupations of their time shots
magazine james bond meets jason bourne meets the da vinci code j l carrell history action
devious scheming and eye opening detail mariani delivers a twisting storyline david leadbeater
non stop action this book delivers steve berry the second book in the electrifying thriller
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series that will excite fans of dan brown james rollins and robert ludlum booklist what does
zoË bradbury know at first only the parents of the lovely archaeologist are concerned they
just want to get in touch with the unpredictable party girl in fact zoë has been kidnapped by
a trained team and is being brutally interrogated the problem zoë doesn t have the answer when
ex sas operative ben hope is asked by old friends to find their missing daughter he tries to
stay minimally involved but when the search erupts into violence ben realizes that once again
it s all up to him while zoë s sudden influx of cash right before her disappearance may be
related to her recent discovery of an ancient artifact connected to the book of revelation the
only hard evidence leads from the greek islands to savannah georgia then on to israel and
jerusalem gradually ben realizes that it s not just zoë s life on the line but the lives of
millions however the shadowy group who are hell bent on making an end of days attack for
political gain have made one huge mistake because in ben hope they are facing the ultimate
reckoning



The White Knight (Ben Hope, Book 27) 2023-05-11
in the game of kings there can only be one victor when a devastating attack on billionaire
auguste kaprisky leaves the old man clinging to life a trail of bodies and no clues his last
surviving relative calls the only person she can trust to step up with precious few leads ex
sas soldier ben hope must first switch from action hero to detective in order to unravel the
mystery his international quest soon attracts the attention of the faceless plotters who
swiftly make ben their target as ben moves between miami and the bahamas rome to berlin his
investigation seems only to bring him ever closer to death and as he fights the odds all
questions lead back to one thing the historic chess set stolen by auguste s attackers which
once belonged to napoleon what is the secret this chess set holds and who are the all powerful
people who will seemingly stop at nothing to silence anyone who threatens to uncover their
terrifying plan your move ben hope find out more about scott mariani and ben hope at
scottmariani com

The Ben Hope Collection: 6 BOOK SET 2012-05-24
special bundle offer for the number 1 bestselling ben hope series ben hope is unstoppable
unbreakable unforgettable for a limited period discover the first 6 ben hope novels at an
unbeatable price to celebrate publication of the seventh and most explosive book yet the
sacred sword

Scott Mariani 3 Book Bundle 2013-04-25
a bargain set of three ben hope conspiracy thrillers

The Mozart Conspiracy 2011-12-27
former british special air service officer ben hope is running for his life enlisted by leigh
llewellyn the beautiful world famous opera star and ben s first love to investigate her
brother s mysterious death ben finds himself caught up in a puzzle dating back to the 1700s

The Alchemist’s Secret (Ben Hope, Book 1) 2009-06-05
the 1 bestseller introducing the explosive first ben hope adventure non stop action this book
delivers steve berry

The Doomsday Prophecy (Ben Hope, Book 3) 2009-03-06
from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero
with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Crusader’s Cross (Ben Hope, Book 24) 2021-11-25
the gripping new ben hope thriller from the sunday times bestseller they thought he was an
easy target they thought wrong

The Lost Relic (Ben Hope, Book 6) 2011-01-20
a super charged thriller from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching
action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Forgotten Holocaust (Ben Hope, Book 10) 2015-01-29
the breathtaking new adventure from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone
crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Pandemic Plot (Ben Hope, Book 23) 2021-05-13
the gripping new ben hope thriller from the number one bestseller



The Heretic’s Treasure (Ben Hope, Book 4) 2009-06-25
an exhilarating treasure hunt thriller from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone
crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Silver Serpent (Ben Hope, Book 25) 2022-05-12
pre order now the 25th ben hope thriller from the number one bestseller people can t get
enough of the ben hope series compelling from the first page until the last mariani and his
fabulous protagonist ben hope entertain in a gripping tale that will have you turning the
pages well into the night mark dawson thrilling scott mariani is at the top of his game andy
mcdermott a high level of realism the action scenes come thick and fast like the father of the
modern thriller frederick forsyth mariani has a knack for embedding his plots in the fears and
preoccupations of their time shots magazine james bond meets jason bourne meets the da vinci
code j l carrell history action devious scheming and eye opening detail mariani delivers a
twisting storyline david leadbeater non stop action this book delivers steve berry

The Moscow Cipher (Ben Hope, Book 17) 2018-05-31
from the 1 bestseller if you like your conspiracies twisty your action bone jarring and your
heroes impossibly dashing then look no farther mark dawson

The Demon Club (Ben Hope, Book 22) 2020-11-26
an unforgettable ben hope thriller from the 1 bestseller

The Sacred Sword (Ben Hope, Book 7) 2012-05-24
from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero
with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Shadow Project (Ben Hope, Book 5) 2010-01-21
an adrenaline fuelled thriller from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone
crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Nemesis Program (Ben Hope, Book 9) 2014-06-05
from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero
with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Cross 2011-12-06
the vampires call it the cross of ardaich a relic thought to have been destroyed in the war
between the federation and the rebels but it has been found and its incredible powers could
signal the end of civilization a cannibalistic serial killer becomes the perfect tool for the
race of the ubervampyr his mission find the cross his reward join the ranks of the undead on
his trail are detective joel solomon and vampire federation agent alex bishop once lovers and
now enemies they must work together to prevent the ultimate disaster unless they can foil the
vampyrs plans salvation for the race will be just a dream gone bad

House of War (Ben Hope, Book 20) 2019-10-31
the edge of your seat thriller from the 1 bestseller a gripping tale that will have you
turning the pages well into the night mark dawson

Star of Africa (Ben Hope, Book 13) 2016-05-05
the sensational adventure from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching
action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott



The Armada Legacy (Ben Hope, Book 8) 2013-04-11
a gripping thriller from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action
and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

Scott Mariani 2-book Collection: Star of Africa, The Devil’s
Kingdom (Ben Hope) 2016-12-02
from the 1 bestselling author the thrilling two book collection deadly conspiracies bone
crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Hope Vendetta 2012-03-06
the newest international thriller from the author of the mozart conspiracy raises the stakes
as ex sas operative and hero for hire ben hope returns to prevent an attack of biblical
proportions

The Cassandra Sanction (Ben Hope, Book 12) 2016-01-28
the most shocking adventure yet from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone
crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

Valley of Death (Ben Hope, Book 19) 2019-05-16
from the 1 bestselling author if you like your conspiracies twisty your action bone jarring
and your heroes impossibly dashing then look no farther mark dawson

How to Write a Thriller 2007
thrillers have become the number one genre in commercial fiction with millions of potential
readers across the world thriller writer scott mariani helps aspiring thriller writers into
that market creating exciting suspenseful novels

The Pretender’s Gold (Ben Hope, Book 21) 2020-05-28
the new ben hope thriller in the series which has sold millions of copies around the world

The Devil’s Kingdom (Ben Hope, Book 14) 2016-11-17
from the 1 bestselling author the adventure continues from star of africa deadly conspiracies
bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Rebel’s Revenge (Ben Hope, Book 18) 2018-11-15
from the 1 bestseller deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero with a
heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Bach Manuscript (Ben Hope, Book 16) 2017-11-16
from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero
with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott

The Babylon Idol (Ben Hope, Book 15) 2017-05-04
from the 1 bestselling author deadly conspiracies bone crunching action and a tormented hero
with a heart packs a real punch andy mcdermott



Graveyard of Empires (Ben Hope, Book 26) 2022-11-24
some wars are destined to be fought forever

House of War 2019-10-31
following a chance encounter with a terrified young woman in the streets of paris former sas
soldier ben hope finds himself hurled into a violent new mission involving murder
international terrorism and stolen historic artifacts a mission made even more perilous by the
reappearance of an old enemy from ben s military past a man he knew and fought years ago a man
he thought was dead teaming up with the enigmatic ex delta force warrior tyler roth ben
travels from the seedy underworld of paris to the islands of the caribbean in his quest to
piece together the puzzle as the death toll quickly mounts he unmasks a vicious terror plot
that could bring about the slaughter of millions of innocent people mass destruction seems
just a hair s breadth away and only ben hope can prevent the unthinkable publisher

The Cross 2011-09-19
when an ancient cross is discovered in eastern europe it becomes a powerful weapon in the war
between the trads and the vampire federation but soon the world is threatened by its discovery

Untitled Ben Hope 22 2020-11-26
pre order now the 22nd ben hope thriller following the pretender s gold from the number one
bestseller people can t get enough of the ben hope series compelling from the first page until
the last mariani and his fabulous protagonist ben hope entertain in a gripping tale that will
have you turning the pages well into the night mark dawson thrilling scott mariani is at the
top of his game andy mcdermott a high level of realism the action scenes come thick and fast
like the father of the modern thriller frederick forsyth mariani has a knack for embedding his
plots in the fears and preoccupations of their time shots magazine james bond meets jason
bourne meets the da vinci code j l carrell history action devious scheming and eye opening
detail mariani delivers a twisting storyline david leadbeater non stop action this book
delivers steve berry

The Stress of Her Regard 2012-09-01
lake geneva 1816 as byron and shelley row on the peaceful waters of lake geneva a sudden
squall threatens to capsize them but this is no natural event something has risen from the
lake itself to attack them kent 1816 michael crawford s wife is brutally murdered on their
wedding night as he sleeps peacefully beside her and a vengeful ghost claims crawford as her
own husband crawford s quest to escape his supernatural wife will force him to travel the
continent in the company of the most creative most doomed poets of his age byron keats and
shelley all have a part to play in his fate and the fate of europe

Uprising 2010-06-10
a new war is dawning

The Tudor Deception 2024-04-09
an unmissable new thriller from the master of the genre scott mariani s pulse pounding
thrillers mix action adventure conspiracy and ancient secrets with modern mysteries and
cutting edge tech and at the heart of it all a hero you ll never forget to his many thousands
of fans ex sas officer ben hope stands tall as a warrior a protector of the innocent a
defender of those in need relentless in his pursuit of those who exploit others or prey on the
weak but ben is also a man all too aware of his own flaws and weaknesses a man who knows to
become unstoppable he needs the right team to put together in a crisis with his network of
mavericks experts and daredevils he s always ready to risk life and liberty for the right
cause wherever in the world that call might take him



The Silver Serpent (Ben Hope, Book 25) 2022-05-12
pre order now the 25th ben hope thriller from the number one bestseller people can t get
enough of the ben hope series compelling from the first page until the last mariani and his
fabulous protagonist ben hope entertain in a gripping tale that will have you turning the
pages well into the night mark dawson thrilling scott mariani is at the top of his game andy
mcdermott a high level of realism the action scenes come thick and fast like the father of the
modern thriller frederick forsyth mariani has a knack for embedding his plots in the fears and
preoccupations of their time shots magazine james bond meets jason bourne meets the da vinci
code j l carrell history action devious scheming and eye opening detail mariani delivers a
twisting storyline david leadbeater non stop action this book delivers steve berry

The Hope Vendetta 2012-03-06
the second book in the electrifying thriller series that will excite fans of dan brown james
rollins and robert ludlum booklist what does zoË bradbury know at first only the parents of
the lovely archaeologist are concerned they just want to get in touch with the unpredictable
party girl in fact zoë has been kidnapped by a trained team and is being brutally interrogated
the problem zoë doesn t have the answer when ex sas operative ben hope is asked by old friends
to find their missing daughter he tries to stay minimally involved but when the search erupts
into violence ben realizes that once again it s all up to him while zoë s sudden influx of
cash right before her disappearance may be related to her recent discovery of an ancient
artifact connected to the book of revelation the only hard evidence leads from the greek
islands to savannah georgia then on to israel and jerusalem gradually ben realizes that it s
not just zoë s life on the line but the lives of millions however the shadowy group who are
hell bent on making an end of days attack for political gain have made one huge mistake
because in ben hope they are facing the ultimate reckoning
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